In the Western Hemisphere, it began at least 1,400 years ago in Polynesia and has continued at an everaccelerating rate since then; it has resulted in the extinction of indigenous species and the disruption of natural communities; it has caused untold economic losses and other hardships for some human beings while bringing joy, recreation and profit to others; it has been both promoted and condemned by governments and by common citizens; and, finally, it has generated enough controversy to warrant the attention of the AOU Conservation Committee, which is preparing a detailed report. It is the establishment of free-living populations of bird species outside their natural ranges as a result of human activities. Many of these exotic birds, now established components of the American avifauna, have been imported from distant zoogeographical realms, but others have been translocated within the Nearctic region. In all cases, these alien birds have had help--sometimes substantial-from human beings and would not have immigrated or dispersed naturally. Environmental educators seem to have placed such overwhelming importance on encouraging Americans to have positive feelings about birds that distinctions between exotic and indigenous species are often lost. Ornithologists should work more closely with environmental educators to get the full message about exotics conveyed to the public in an objective and intelligent way. Unless the public can be convinced that exotics usually are undesirable, motivation to deal with exotic birds will remain low.
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